With the new WM | Quartis you optimize your performance with maximum accuracy. Take advantage of the benefits of continuous further development
and secure one-time favorable conditions of the current special offer when signing a software maintenance contract.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
Semi-annual WM | Quartis Updates
50% special discount when purchasing additional
WM | Quartis modules
15% special discount on hardware components like PC system,

control system, control panel, etc
Free participation in our training seminar
250,00 € direct deduction on the update price
Effectively reduce response and downtime
with our Wenzel Online Service (WOS)
Useful new features and improvements with each release
Predictable total cost of ownership
More performance and benefits for less money
Measuring tasks can be solved faster
Users and software are involved in the continuous
improvement process integrated
Updates of data and device interfaces
Adaptation of the specifications from the legislator
Review of the data backup concept
Adaptation to new hardware and operating systems
User support for the optimization of measuring programs

Extract of the innovations of the software release
WM | Quartis R2020-2
Roughness parameters integrated and standard

compliant evaluate (ISO 4287 / ISO 13565)
Surface characteristic curves with REVO SFP2 also without

CAD Pick up model
Detailed graphical representation of the data stored in

the UCCserver configured probe systems
Point clouds with several 100 million points can be

recorded and processed
WENZEL line scanner WM | LS 150 is supported
Directly evaluates the minimum and maximum distance
Output element data in table form
More comfortable programming and extended DMIS

functionality
Create evaluation program from Q-DAS test plan file
 New and updated CAD interfaces
 Selection list, comments, write protection, mandatory

fields for Database fields

YOU WANT TO SIGN A SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE CONTRACT?
Then you will receive an additional discount on software and hardware on the ongoing update campaign. You will also receive a free seminar training. With
each release you immediately benefit from useful functions and improvements and are always up-to-date. We would be happy to advise you and send you
an offer for the update to the latest WM | Quartis! Simply write to retrofit@wenzel-metrology.de.

